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ABSTRACT Wide angle x-ray scattering (WAXS) from oriented lipid multilayers is used to examine liquid-ordered (Lo)/liquid-
disordered (Ld) phase coexistence in the system 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine/1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phos-
phocholine/cholesterol (DOPC/DPPC/Chol), which is a model for the outer leaﬂet of the animal cell plasma membrane. Using
the method of analysis developed in the accompanying work, we ﬁnd that two orientational distributions are necessary to ﬁt the
WAXS data at lower temperatures, whereas only one distribution is needed at temperatures higher than the miscibility transition
temperature, Tmix ¼ 25–35C (for 1:1 DOPC/DPPC with 15%, 20%, 25%, and 30% Chol). We propose that the necessity for two
distributions is a criterion for coexistence of Lo domains with a high Sx-ray order parameter and Ld domains with a lower order
parameter. This criterion is capable of detecting coexistence of small domains or rafts that the conventional x-ray criterion of two
lamellar D spacings may not. Our Tmix values tend to be slightly larger than published NMR results and microscopy results when
the ﬂuorescence probe artifact is considered. This is consistent with the sensitivity of WAXS to very short time and length
scales, which makes it more capable of detecting small, short-lived domains that are likely close to Tmix.
INTRODUCTION
A wealth of research has indicated that cell membrane
‘‘rafts’’, small domains containing cholesterol and rich in
sphingolipids, provide platforms for protein and lipid sorting
and play important roles in cellular processes such as signal
transduction and membrane transport (1–3). Detection of
these lipid domains in cells relies on indirect methods such as
detergent extraction and cholesterol depletion because they
are too small to be observed with optical microscopy (4).
Although cell membrane rafts are not easily visualized,
macroscopic liquid-liquid phase separation has been ob-
served with optical microscopy in models of the outer leaflet
of the plasma membrane, consisting of ternary mixtures of
cholesterol, sphingomyelin or a saturated phospholipid, and
an unsaturated phospholipid (5).
In these model membranes, liquid-ordered (Lo) domains,
containing cholesterol and rich in saturated lipid, separate
from liquid-disordered (Ld) domains, rich in unsaturated
lipid. The Lo domains in model membranes have been linked
to the detergent-resistant fractions in cell membranes, but
the exact relationship between liquid-liquid phase coexis-
tence in model membranes and rafts in cell membranes re-
mains unclear (6–8). However, several theories have linked
macroscopic lipid domains observed in model systems to
submicroscopic rafts in the cell membrane. These include
confinement of nanoscopic lipid microenvironments by
corrals in the cytoskeleton network (9) and nanoscale fluc-
tuating lipid domains at physiological temperature (10),
which is generally above the temperatures at which macro-
scopic phase coexistence is observed in model systems.
Therefore, techniques which are capable of detecting sub-
microscopic domains in model membranes may prove par-
ticularly valuable for understanding the physical origin and
behavior of membrane rafts in vivo.
Since the observation of macroscopic liquid-liquid co-
existence in giant unilamellar vesicles composed of 1:1:1
1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DOPC)/brain
sphingomyelin (BSM)/Chol by fluorescence microscopy
(11), many experimenters have used this technique to ex-
amine Ld-Lo phase coexistence in model membrane systems.
However, based on the observation of only a single lamellar
repeat in x-ray data for multilamellar vesicles (MLVs)
composed of 1:1:1 DOPC/BSM/Chol, it was concluded that
x-ray scattering showed no evidence of phase separation in
this system (12). This discrepancy between x-ray and fluo-
rescence microscopy results is particularly relevant at this
time because of recent work documenting artifacts caused by
fluorescent probes in model membrane systems (13–15).
In addition to fluorescence microscopy, many other com-
mon methods for investigating phase coexistence in model
membranes, including fluorescence resonance energy trans-
fer (16) and electron spin resonance (17,18), require poten-
tially perturbing probe molecules. The use of probe-free
methods for detecting phase coexistence in model mem-
branes, particularly biologically relevant liquid-liquid coex-
istence in ternary mixtures, is relatively limited. Although
double lamellar repeats have not been observed in 1:1:1
DOPC/BSM/Chol (12), double lamellar repeats have been
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observed in DOPC/1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phospho-
choline (DPPC)/Chol mixtures using x-ray scattering from
MLVs (19) and aligned multilayers (20). Liquid-liquid phase
coexistence has been investigated in DOPC/DPPC-d62/Chol
mixtures using 2H-NMR (10,21), small angle neutron scat-
tering (22), and coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering mi-
croscopy (23). Improved 1H-NMR techniques have been
used to detect Ld-Lo coexistence in ternary mixtures without
isotopic labeling (24,25). Calorimetry has been used to study
phase coexistence in binary lipid/Chol mixtures (26), al-
though investigators disagree on its interpretation (27). Ac-
curately and completely mapping complicated ternary phase
diagrams requires several techniques sensitive to different
physical properties (28), and so another reliable probe-free
method, such as x-ray scattering, for detecting liquid-liquid
phase coexistence in such systems would be of value.
Two well-known criteria for observing phase coexistence
via x-ray scattering are 1), the existence of two lamellar re-
peat (D) spacings in low/small angle x-ray scattering (LAXS/
SAXS) data, and 2), two chain-chain correlation (d) spacings
in wide angle x-ray scattering (WAXS) data. Since chain
ordering is one of the fundamental features that distinguishes
the different lamellar phases, WAXS is useful because it
directly probes chain correlations. As gel phases are char-
acterized by sharp WAXS peaks at d ; 4.2 A˚ and fluid
phases are characterized by broad wide angle scattering with
d ; 4.5 A˚, gel-fluid coexistence can be determined by two
nonoverlapping d spacings (criterion 2). Because Ld and Lo
phases are characterized by broad, fluid-like bands, we ex-
pect the WAXS peaks to overlap. However, oriented WAXS
images contain additional information about chain orienta-
tional order not available from unoriented samples (29,30).
Using an approach first applied to lipid multilayers by Levine
and Wilkins (29), in the accompanying work (31) we show
that the angular distribution (f, as defined in Mills et al. (31))
of scattering can be analyzed to obtain orientational order
parameters (Sx-ray) for liquid-phase samples. For more or-
dered phases, the angular distribution of scattering is nar-
rower. We show that we can deconvolute I(f) data into
scattering from two separate chain distributions with differ-
ent order parameters, thereby providing a third, and what we
believe is a new x-ray criterion for observing phase coexis-
tence. All the criteria are listed in Table 1, which also lists
many properties to be explained in detail later.
DOPC/DPPC/Chol is a good test system, as its phase di-
agram has been reported using both fluorescence microscopy
(32) and 2H-NMR (10,21). We compare our new method
(criterion 3) with our x-ray results for the miscibility transi-
tion temperature Tmix obtained using criterion 1 (double Ds)
as well as a refinement of criterion 2 (double ds). We then
compare our x-ray results with Tmix results from
2H-NMR
(10) and from fluorescence microscopy (32). Overall, the
x-ray, NMR, and fluorescence results agree but exhibit small
differences that may result from fluorescent probe artifacts
and limitations in the length scales probed (more than;1mm
for microscopy and more than ;20 nm for 2H-NMR).
WAXS is probe-free and detects down to molecular length
scales, which may prove advantageous for detecting small
domains.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Mixtures of DOPC (Avanti Polar Lipids, Alabaster, AL; Lot No. 181PC-
211), DPPC (Avanti Polar Lipids; Lot No. 160PC-270), and cholesterol
(Chol) (Nuchek Prep, Elysian, MN; Lot No. CH-800-MA7-L and Lot No.
CH-800-AU25-Q) were prepared from stock solutions in high performance
liquid chromatography-grade chloroform (Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh,
PA). A detailed description of sample preparation of oriented and MLV
samples and experimental x-ray setups is provided in the accompanying
work (31). For all the ternary mixtures studied (1:1 DOPC/DPPC 1 15%,
20%, 25%, and 30% Chol) as well as 1:1 DOPC/DPPC, the solvent mixture
used for the rock-and-roll method of oriented sample deposition was 2:1
chloroform/trifluoroethanol. (The notation ‘‘1:1 DOPC/DPPC 1 30%
Chol’’ indicates a sample composed of the following ratio of mole frac-
tions: 0.35:0.35:0.30 DOPC/DPPC/Chol.) A table of lamellar repeat data
for MLV and oriented samples is given in Data Supplement 5 of the ac-
companying work (31).
To analyze the WAXS data to obtain information about the chain orien-
tational distribution, we follow the approach of Levine and Wilkins (29)
described in the accompanying work (31), which models the angular I(f)
distribution of scattering as originating from grains, each oriented at an angle
b to the membrane normal. If the sample is in a single phase, a single ori-
entational distribution f(b) should describe the system. The fitting equation
for the I(f) data, assuming a single Maier-Saupe orientational distribution, is
given in the accompanying work (see Eq. 4 in Mills et al. (31)). If there is
phase coexistence between a disordered and a more ordered phase (i.e.,
Ld-Lo coexistence in ternary mixtures), the system may require two distri-
bution functions to fit the data:
TABLE 1 Summary of x-ray criteria for phase coexistence
Criterion See Fig. Gel-fluid?* Ld-Lo?* Requires oriented samples? Complications
1 (Double Ds) 4 Yes Yes No Sufficient but not necessary
2a (Double ds obvious in I(q) plot) 1 A Yes No No 1. Fluid WAXS peak often
obscured in unoriented samples
2. A single gel phase can have 2 d
spacingsy
2b (Double ds inferred from shape of q0(f) plot) 3 No Yes Yes Requires q
Lo
0 . q
Ld
0
3 (Double Sx-ray) 2 No Yes Yes Requires modeling
*The phrases ‘‘gel-fluid?’’ and ‘‘Ld-Lo?’’ ask if the criterion is applicable to that type of phase coexistence.
yThe Lb9 phase has two wide angle d spacings due to its distorted hexagonal lattice. However, both Lb9 peaks are narrower (40) than fluid-phase peaks.
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where D is Dawson’s integral, I0 is the modified Bessel function of the
first kind, and the five fitting parameters are the constant background Iback, C1
and m1 for phase 1, and C2 and m2 for phase 2. The parameters C1 and C2 are
proportional to the amount of sample, beam intensity, and length
of exposure. A problem with interpreting P1 ¼ C1/(C1 1 C2) and P2 ¼ C2/
(C11C2) as true phase fractions is that the model assumes all the wide angle
scattering results from chain-chain interactions. However, in addition to
phospholipid-phospholipid scattering, cholesterol-cholesterol and choles-
terol-phospholipid scattering also contribute to the total scattering observed,
and so we resist overinterpreting the quantities P1 and P2, especially when
phases in the sample have different amounts of cholesterol. Two order
parameters Sx-ray ¼ 3Æcos2 bæ=2  1=2; each corresponding to one of the
two phases, are calculated from m1 and m2. In the rest of the work, we refer to
Eq. 4 from Mills et al. (31) as the single-order parameter fit and to Eq. 2 as the
double-order parameter fit.
Although the double-order parameter fit always describes the data as well
as or better than the single-order parameter fit because it has more fitting
parameters (5 vs. 3), the double-order parameter fit was rejected if either
1. the single-order parameter fit was reasonable, i.e., if the residual plot
was random and the background-subtracted data remained positive, or
2. any of the fitting parameters for the double-order parameter fit had an
uncertainty on the same order as the value of the parameter (see also the
Supplementary Material, Data S1).
Both the data and fits shown in this work were normalized by first sub-
tracting Iback and then dividing by C (for the single-order parameter fit) or
C11C2 (for the double-order parameter fit). Normalizing in this way reveals
if the background-subtracted data are unphysically negative.
Sample preparation, equilibration, and hydration are all factors which can
affect phase behavior (discussed further in the Supplementary Material, Data
S2). As described in the accompanying work (31), all the oriented and MLV
samples were annealed in a hydrated state at ;65C for 4–8 h to ensure the
mixing of the lipid components and then slowly cooled over the course of;8 h
to allow the system time to equilibrate at lower temperature.
Considerable care is required to fully hydrate oriented samples without
depositing a layer of excess water (flooding). As flooding partially obscures
the lipid WAXS peak, the oriented WAXS data reported here are for samples
within 5 A˚ of the fully hydrated D spacing (31). Data were also collected
from oriented samples at full hydration. The choice between the single- or
double-order parameter fit was independent of whether the samples were
fully hydrated or within 5 A˚ of full hydration; but the flooded sample data
were noisy, and fits resulted in larger uncertainties in the fitting parameters.
The existence of two lamellar repeat spacings is evidence of two coex-
isting phases, but insufficient time for hydration and temperature equilibra-
tion can also cause transient double lamellar repeats. Before being loaded
into capillaries, our MLV samples (with 5:1–10:1 (v/v) water/lipid) were
temperature-cycled (three cycles between 20C and 65C with mechanical
mixing) and annealed at 65C and slowly cooled to room temperature at 2C/h.
For the ternary mixtures, x-ray scattering data were first collected from the
capillary samples at 15C. After increasing the temperature in 5C steps to
45C (above the melting temperature of DPPC), the samples were cycled
back down to 15C in 5C steps. At each temperature step, samples were
equilibrated for at least 30 min before data collection. In all cases, only a
single D spacing was observed at 45C. At lower temperatures, the obser-
vation of double D spacings was reproducible between the heating and
cooling cycles. The values of the D spacings varied by no more than 0.3 A˚
between the heating and cooling cycles, confirming that the double D
spacings in our samples are due to equilibrium phase separation.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Fig. 1 A shows oriented sample WAXS images and the
corresponding I(q) plots for a binary mixture reported to have
coexisting gel and fluid domains by fluorescence methods
(32,33). Gel-fluid coexistence is evident in Fig. 1 A from the
sharp peak at q¼ 1.5 A˚1 (d¼ 4.2 A˚), which is characteristic
of a gel phase, and a broad peak at q; 1.4 A˚1 (d; 4.5 A˚),
which is characteristic of a fluid phase. Fig. 1 B shows
WAXS images and the corresponding I(q) plots for a ternary
mixture reported by fluorescence microscopy (32) and NMR
(10) to have coexisting Ld and Lo domains below the mis-
cibility transition temperature, Tmix. In contrast to Fig. 1 A,
two wide angle d spacings are not obvious in Fig. 1 B, which
is expected, as both the Ld and Lo phases are characterized by
broad, diffuse bands due to fluid-like positional disorder.
In unoriented WAXS data, gel-fluid coexistence can be
detected based on two separated peaks, but liquid-liquid
coexistence cannot be identified because of overlap of the
broad scattering from the Ld and Lo phases. Fig. 1 C shows
data for the same ternary mixture as in Fig. 1 B, but in a single
Ld phase above Tmix. However, it is not obvious from a
comparison of Fig. 1 C and Fig. 1 B that one is in a single
phase and the other is phase separated. Oriented WAXS data
of the type shown in Fig. 1, B and C, were typical for all the
ternary mixtures we studied: 1:1 DOPC/DPPC1 15%, 20%,
25%, and 30% Chol. The I(q) plots in Fig. 1, B and C, show
that these samples are liquid-like because the peak has a large
halfwidth at half-maximum (HWHM;;0.16 A˚1), similar to
liquid phase DOPC/Chol and DPPC/Chol mixtures (31). The
angular (f, as defined in Fig. 1 C) distribution of scattering in
oriented WAXS data gives additional information, which we
explore in this work in regard to liquid-liquid phase coexis-
tence.
Oriented WAXS data provide evidence of
liquid-liquid phase coexistence in
ternary mixtures
Fits to I(f) data
Fig. 2 shows the normalized I(f) plots with fits assuming one
order parameter in A and two order parameters in B (using Eq.
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2) for the mixture 1:1 DOPC/DPPC 1 15% Chol. For T $
35C, the data were well fit with one order parameter which,
by our criterion 3, indicates a single phase. (The double-order
parameter fits are not shown for 40C and 45C because they
gave the same value, to within 0.01, for both order parame-
ters.) For T# 30C, the single-order parameter fit can clearly
be rejected for the two reasons given in Materials and
Methods; this was also the case for other ternary mixtures we
studied. According to our new x-ray criterion 3 for phase
coexistence, the necessity for a double-order parameter fit
indicates liquid-liquid phase coexistence for T# 30C and a
single phase for T $ 35C; so the Tmix value for 1:1 DOPC/
DPPC1 15% Chol falls between 30C and 35C. (Data S1 in
the Supplementary Material contains more details about data
fitting and error analysis.)
We note that criterion 3 depends upon the choice of the
f(b) orientational distribution. Although the Maier-Saupe
distribution works well to describe the scattering from many
liquid crystalline systems, other distributions could some-
times be more appropriate (34), and so it is important to es-
tablish that a single Maier-Saupe distribution fits the data
when the sample is known to have a single phase. Our in-
terpretation that a poor single-order parameter fit is evidence
of phase coexistence is therefore supported by the observa-
tion that these ternary mixtures for T $ 35C and the single-
phase DOPC/Chol and DPPC/Chol mixtures (31) are all well
fitted by a single Maier-Saupe distribution.
WAXS peak position as a function of f
Fig. 3 shows the value q0 of the maximum in the WAXS
intensity as a function off for 1:1 DOPC/DPPC1 15% Chol
at 15C, 25C, 35C, and 45C. For samples known to be in a
single phase (fluid-phase DOPC or DPPC), the q0(f) data are
similar to the 35C and 45C data in Fig. 3: as a function off,
q0 monotonically increases because the isotropic water peak
at q; 2.0 A˚1 is a larger fraction of the scattering at larger f
(see Data Supplement 3 in Mills et al. (31)). However, for 1:1
DOPC/DPPC 1 15% Chol at T # 30C, q0 decreases as a
function of f up to f ; 20 and then begins to increase.
Similar behavior was observed for all the ternary mixtures
studied. The observation of a minimum in the q0(f) data at
temperatures of 30C and below correlates well with criterion
3 in the previous subsection. Although the q0(f) behavior
does not provide additional information about the coexisting
phases (such as order parameters from the I(f) plots), it may
be a useful model-independent criterion for detecting liquid-
liquid phase coexistence using WAXS from oriented sam-
ples. We henceforth call this criterion 2b in Table 1 and the
previous criterion 2 is criterion 2a. Criterion 2b also uses the
q dependence of the intensity maxima as in criterion 2a, but in
a more subtle way that uses thef-dependence rather than just
relying on two d values. We note that criterion 2b obviously
requires oriented samples, whereas criterion 2a may not.
Observation of a minimum in a q0(f) plot requires the
assumption that q0 is smaller for the Ld phase than for the Lo
FIGURE 1 Two-dimensional charge-coupled device images for (A) 1:1 DOPC/DPPC at 25C; (B) 1:1 DOPC/DPPC 1 15% Chol at 25C; and (C) 1:1
DOPC/DPPC 1 15% Chol at 45C. The bottom row shows the corresponding I(q) plots with f-ranges of 5–15, 15–25, . . ., 75–85. Data collection and
processing are described in detail in the accompanying work (31). Uncertainties in measured intensities are 1% of the maximum intensity.
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phase; this appears to be the case for the DOPC/DPPC/Chol
mixtures studied, but may not necessarily be true for all ter-
nary mixtures (see the Supplementary Material, Data S3, for
a discussion of the plausibility of this assumption). On the
other hand, if q0 is larger for the Ld phase than for the Lo
phase, q0 will monotonically increase as a function of f as in
single-phase samples. Therefore, criterion 2b may give a
false negative for phase coexistence and should not supersede
criterion 3.
Lamellar repeat data for ternary mixtures
Fig. 4 shows the lamellar repeat data for MLVs composed of
1:1 DOPC/DPPC with 15% and 30% Chol. For 1:1 DOPC/
DPPC 1 15% Chol (Fig. 4 A), two peaks corresponding to
two lamellar D spacings are clearly resolvable in the second-
order reflection for T # 30C. (Second-order data are better
resolved compared with first-order data (not shown), and
higher order peaks are difficult to observe.) For 1:1 DOPC/
DPPC 1 30% Chol (Fig. 4 B), two peaks are resolvable for
T # 20C, although at 25C there is a broad shoulder on the
right-hand side of the single peak. Data S2 in the Supple-
mentary Material includes a comparison of our D spacing
data to previous reports (19,20) of double Ds in DOPC/
DPPC/Chol mixtures. Our larger D spacings (see Table S2.1
in Data S2) indicate that the samples in these other studies
were less than fully hydrated, which may affect phase be-
havior (discussed further in Data S2). Although reaching full
hydration of aligned multilayers even under nominal 100%
relative humidity conditions, as used in Karmakar et al. (20),
is a challenge, the samples used in Chen et al. (19) were
MLVs in excess water.
In contrast to DOPC/DPPC/Chol, only one D spacing was
reported for 1:1:1 DOPC/BSM/Chol (12), a mixture which
has been called the ‘‘canonical raft mixture’’. This mixture is
close to a phase boundary, and so a small uncertainty in the
lipid ratio could have caused the mixture to be outside the
two-phase region (35). The mixture 1:1 DOPC/BSM1 20%
Chol was suggested as a better choice for such experiments
because it is well within a two-phase region at 25C (35).
However, our x-ray scattering results for an MLV sample of
1:1 DOPC/BSM1 20% Chol also have only one D¼ 69.7 A˚
at 25C (data not shown).
We also observe only one D for 1:1 DOPC/DPPC at 25C
(D ¼ 63.2 A˚ for MLVs) in both fully hydrated unoriented
MLV samples and oriented samples. This mixture is known
to exhibit gel-fluid coexistence (32,33); in addition, our
WAXS data clearly show two wide angle peaks for this
FIGURE 2 I(f) experimentalplots for 1:1 DOPC/DPPC1
15% Chol at various temperatures are shown by gray data
points. Black lines show (A) the single-order parameter fits
(Eq. 4 in Mills et al. (31)) and (B) the double-order
parameter fits (Eq. 2). Both the data and fits are normalized
as described in Materials and Methods. Each plot is offset
from the one below by 0.15 normalized intensity units. In
(B) under the 15C data, the dashed and dotted lines show
the scattering intensity from the less ordered (m1 ¼ 3.69,
S1 ¼ 0.52) and more ordered (m2 ¼ 30.6, S2 ¼ 0.95)
distributions, respectively. Uncertainties in measured in-
tensities are 0.5% of the maximum intensity.
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sample (see Fig. 1 A). On the other hand, two D spacings
were reported for 1:1 DOPC/BSM at 25C (12), which also
separates into gel and fluid phases. Clearly, relying on lam-
ellar repeat spacings to determine the absence of phase co-
existence can be misleading.
To see two lamellar repeat spacings, the following con-
ditions must be met:
1. The D spacings must be different enough for the peaks to
be resolved.
2. The Lo (or Ld) domains must be aligned with the Lo (or
Ld) domains across the water layer in the neighboring
bilayers.
Fig. 5 A shows that alignment of domains across many
bilayers leads to packing frustration (12), particularly if the
two lamellar repeat spacings are very different. The system
could relieve strain by organizing as shown in Fig. 5 B, in
which case an average D spacing would be observed. In Fig.
5 A, the phase separation is three dimensional, whereas in
Fig. 5 B the phase separation is two dimensional, as it occurs
within single bilayers. Lipid type, lipid purity, and sample
preparation may all affect whether the two conditions are
met. For example, pure DOPC and pure DPPC have very
similar D spacings at 25C (D ; 63–64 A˚), providing a
possible explanation for why two Ds were not resolvable in
1:1 DOPC/DPPC.
Comparison of x-ray criteria for detecting
phase coexistence
Table 1 summarizes the criteria for phase coexistence based
on the x-ray scattering data discussed above. Although
double Ds (criterion 1) provide clear evidence of phase co-
existence, the absence of two D spacings does not imply the
absence of phase coexistence. Criterion 2 (double ds) is
separated into parts 2a and 2b; 2b is described in the section
‘‘WAXS peak position as a function of f’’. Criterion 2a can
in principle be applied to both oriented and unoriented
samples, but in practice the fluid-phase WAXS peak can be
obscured in unoriented samples with gel-fluid coexistence
(for example, see Fig. 3 in Chen et al. (19)). We suggest that
criterion 3, described in the section ‘‘Fits to I(f) data’’, may
be the best for liquid-liquid coexistence, but we reiterate from
the accompanying work (31) that it should not be applied to
gel-fluid coexistence.
Fig. 6 shows Sx-ray results and lamellar repeat results for
the four ternary mixtures studied. For a given temperature,
phase coexistence is indicated by two different values of Sx-ray
(criterion 3) or two lamellar D spacings (criterion 1). The
FIGURE 4 I(q) plots for MLVs of 1:1 DOPC/DPPC with (A) 15% Chol
and (B) 30% Chol. The q-range shows only the second-order lamellar Bragg
peaks.
FIGURE 3 Wide angle peak position, q0(f), plot for 1:1 DOPC/DPPC1
15% Chol at different temperatures. Each data point represents a Df ¼ 5
range, with the data point plotted at the start value. The 20C and 30C data
also had a dip at small f, whereas the 40C data were monotonically
increasing. In each plot, the error bars, which are shown only on the first data
point, are the same magnitude for the rest of the data points.
FIGURE 5 (A) Cartoon showing the Ld (black) and Lo (gray) domains in
alignment between neighboring bilayers with two D spacings. (B) The
domains are unaligned in neighboring bilayers, resulting in a single average
D spacing. The white spaces represent water, and the filled areas represent a
single lipid bilayer.
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assignment of the larger D to the Lo phase was based on the
trend in D as cholesterol concentration was varied in binary
mixtures with DPPC or with DOPC and on the assumption of
nearly horizontal tie lines in the liquid-liquid coexistence re-
gion (10). According to criterion 3, Tmix is between 30C and
35C for all four ternary mixtures. For the mixtures studied,
criterion 2b was always consistent with criterion 3, and so we
can assign a single miscibility temperature TWAXSmix . For 1:1
DOPC/DPPC with 25% and 30% Chol, there is a single
lamellar repeat at temperatures with two Sx-ray values. As
discussed in the previous section, the absence of two lamel-
lar repeats does not imply a single phase.
WAXS measures correlations over molecular length scales.
Assuming a Lorentzian lineshape, the correlation length given
by j ¼ 1/HWHM is j ; 6 A˚ for fluid-phase WAXS peaks.
In contrast, lamellar scattering results from correlations
over several bilayers at least, each with D ; 60 A˚. In prin-
ciple, the correlation length in the direction of the membrane
normal can be calculated from the width of the lamellar peaks
using the Scherrer equation (36). The data shown in Fig. 4
were resolution limited, allowing assignment of only a lower
limit on the correlation length of ;800 A˚, or ;13 lipid bi-
layers in correlated stacks. The requirement that bilayers be
aligned to observe lamellar peaks means that the sample must
be phase-separated in three dimensions to see two D spacings
(12). In contrast, WAXS scattering from well-hydrated
samples is incoherent between different bilayers, even in gel
phases. It therefore detects only the behavior of single bilay-
ers, including two-dimensional phase separation within single
bilayers. The oriented WAXS methods (criteria 3 and 2b)
may be more reliable than the SAXS method (criterion 1) for
detecting liquid-liquid phase coexistence by giving fewer
false negatives because WAXS is intrinsically capable of
detecting small domains because of its short correlation
length.
Comparison of WAXS results to NMR and
ﬂuorescence microscopy
Fig. 6 compares our values of Sx-ray to SNMR ¼ 2ÆjSCDjæ from
2H-NMR data (10). 2H-NMR first moments (M1) were con-
verted to SNMR using Eq. 11 in Ipsen et al. (37). The Sx-ray
values tend to be larger than the SNMR values. This was also
the case for DPPC/Chol mixtures at 45C (31). Sx-ray and
SNMR do not report exactly the same physical quantity, and so
they should not necessarily have the same value (31).
The miscibility transition temperatures, TNMRmix from
2H-NMR
(10) and TFluormix from fluorescence microscopy (32), are indi-
cated in Fig. 6. Uncertainties in TNMRmix are reported to be
62C (10). Uncertainties in TFluormix have been reported to be at
most 5C (32). Fig. 6, A and B, shows that TWAXSmix agrees with
TNMRmix and T
Fluor
mix for the lower cholesterol concentrations to
within the 5C or 10C steps used in the x-ray experiments.
For the higher cholesterol concentrations there is agreement
between TFluormix and T
WAXS
mix (Fig. 6, C and D), but T
NMR
mix is
lower than TWAXSmix . This difference is not large and could be
accounted for by a15C relative shift of TNMRmix . For the 25%
and 30% Chol samples, the third and largest difference is
between TNMRmix and T
Fluor
mix . However, artifactual light-induced
domains expand the region of Ld-Lo coexistence (13,14),
which would lead to an increase in TFluormix . This explanation
then suggests that our TWAXSmix is higher than both T
NMR
mix and
FIGURE 6 Top plots show Sx-ray (solid symbols) or SNMR (open symbols), and bottom plots show lamellar repeat D (for MLV samples) versus temperature
for 1:1 DOPC/DPPC 1 varying amounts of cholesterol: (A) 15%, (B) 20%, (C) 25%, and (D) 30%. Different shapes represent different phases: squares, Lo;
circles, Ld; triangles, single phase. The dashed vertical line shows the miscibility transition temperature TNMRmix detected by NMR (10), and the dotted line shows
TFluormix detected by fluorescence microscopy (32). An offset of12.5C has been added to the
2H-NMR temperatures, reflecting the lower melting temperature of
DPPC-d62 compared with DPPC. For many of the Sx-ray data points, the error bars (determined from uncertainties in the fits) are smaller than the symbols.
Uncertainties in lamellar repeats are 60.5 A˚.
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dye artifact-corrected TFluormix for these samples. We next con-
sider why this is plausible.
When comparing Tmix values, we must consider the effect
of differences in averaging between 2H-NMR and x-ray
methods (38). The 2H-NMR data reflect the environment
experienced by individual molecules averaged over the
characteristic time for spin decay (microsecond timescale).
Because each molecule diffuses during this time, if individual
domains are smaller than 20 nm, the 2H-NMR signal will be
averaged (39). In contrast, an x-ray image is a spatial average
of very fast snapshots (subpicosecond) of the state of the
system, so diffusive motion is not significant. In principle,
then, WAXS can detect spatial heterogeneities that have too
short a length scale to be seen by NMR. Since the length scale
of spatial heterogeneities typically decreases with increasing
temperature, one might expect WAXS to detect small scale
heterogeneities at higher temperatures than NMR and dye-
corrected fluorescence. Indeed, TWAXSmix was higher than
TNMRmix for half our ternary mixtures.
CONCLUSIONS
We have developed what we believe is a new x-ray scattering
criterion to detect phase coexistence in lipid bilayer mixtures.
Fits to the WAXS I(f) data suggest the presence of liquid-
liquid coexistence in ternary mixtures of DOPC, DPPC, and
cholesterol. Our results are in good agreement with 2H-NMR
and fluorescence microscopy, suggesting that our method of
determining if two order parameters are necessary to fit the
WAXS data is a valid way to decide if a mixture is phase-
separated into two fluid phases. Due to the complexity of
ternary phase diagrams, multiple techniques are required to
fully characterize the phase behavior. WAXS also provides a
tool for studying orientational and positional order in such
systems.
WAXS is sensitive to molecular (;6 A˚) length scales and
averages over a very fast timescale, making it particularly
suitable for detecting nanoscale lipid domains in single bi-
layers, which may be most relevant to cell membrane rafts. In
contrast, the conventional observation of two lamellar D
spacings requires the larger length scale alignment of do-
mains across several bilayers, which can lead to packing
frustration and false negative diagnosis of phase separation.
The small length scale of WAXS is also an advantage com-
pared to fluorescence microscopy (;1-mm-length scale),
which has the added complication of requiring potentially
perturbing dye. 2H-NMR is subject to microsecond time
averaging, which limits detectable domain size to tens of
nanometers. In contrast, the length and timescales for WAXS
are much shorter.
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